Analysis of EEG rhythms under local sinusoidal ELF magnetic field exposure: An approach to neurofeedback enhancement on attention performance
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ABSTRACT

Although there is no consensus with respect to that if exposed Extremely Low Frequency Magnetic Field (ELF-MF) affects human brain activity for guidelines of brain management, there are some evidences related with human attention changes. Therefore, this study evaluates the effects of 45 Hz sinusoidal ELF (360 μT) at Cz regions, cantered at dominant frequency using Electroencephalogram (EEG) analysis. The purpose was to extracte transient or permanent events as an index for new neurofeedback (NF) system improvement. Twenty-four healthy volunteers aged between 20 and 28 years of age were randomly assigned to one of two groups, which differed in the type of NF training concerning the exposed and non-exposed magnetic field effect on performance in attention tests during NF. Results indicate that theta and beta EEG rhythms variations in exposed group changed more significantly in comparison of traditional NF (P < 0.05). These results suggest a new design of NF system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An EEG is a recording of the electrical activity of the outer layer of the cerebral cortex. It is widely used to diagnose brain activity in clinical applications [1]. An EEG is an important safe clinical tool for diagnosing, monitoring neurological functions or disorders such as attention disorders [2-4]. Detecting and classifying transient or permanent changes by visual screening of the EEG record is a traditional operation and it doesn’t require professionals. Over the past decade, the great related application has been made in the analysis of EEG signals (EEGs) for recognizing various functions of the brain to use as a feedback called Neurofeedback (NF) [5].

Neurofeedback is a brain training method which is related to electrical activity aspects of brain such as frequency, cerebral rhythm, and location or EEG activity extent. Neurofeedback is comprised of two aspects of active and passive. In active NF, there is a little external control factor (such as subject’s intelligence role) which can affect the training factors, however, in the case of passive NF, volition is an inconspicuous role rather than the active one [6,7]. An active method is encountered with some problems such as numerous of training sessions. The other problem is the absence of a clinical tool as an effective index of the patients’ status in training procedure. Although, some developments have occurred in recent years, there are some instruments and technologies such as TMS, tDCS and etc., which are used in psychological treatment applications [8,9]. Therefore, if NF deficiencies removed using on-line and less side-effect and selective tool, NF could be more applicable for different purposes. Few papers confirm NF effectiveness in concentration, consciousness, attention even perception. However, the large number of sessions with medium effectiveness demonstrates that the traditional NF method does not give the required efficiency and capability yet [10-15].

In this study, it is aimed to modify a traditional NF procedure. For example, decrement of theta to beta ratio obtained from Fourier analysis is relevant to attention increment in human [16,17], therefore, observation of the changes in this ratio during NF can warn the operator or physician about the training procedure; however, the effect of subjects training characteristics and the numerous
training sessions still remains. Therefore, this study goal leads to a proper method with more efficiency and desired changes in brain.

It is proven that Extremely Low Frequency Magnetic Field (0 - 300 Hz, intensity < 500 μT) called ELF-MF affects human brain activity based on resultant evidence in some studies. Usually, Helm Holts coils are used to magnetic field expose. Briefly, Cook et al. [18] reviewed reported effects on different intensity and frequency of the magnetic field. In fact, in that research it was aimed to examine the surrounding MF on body, especially on the brain and its diseases such as epilepsy.

Some of the researches believe that at some frequencies, ELF MF causes amplification of the frequency as the exposure field’s one, in EEG signals which is called resonance phenomena [19,20]. There are some researches on effects of very weak alternating magnetic fields upon living organisms and related variations in the ion concentrations within the cells when the frequency of the applied field matches the angular frequency and resonance phenomena investigations. Some papers focused on the cyclotron or Larmor frequency mechanism by which biological systems become sensitive to small static and resonating magnetic fields and existence of a resonating effect on ions. Table 1 summarized some of the ELF-MF cellular interactions and mechanism.

On the other side, exploring magnetic field effects on perception, concentration, cognition (consciousness level) and electrophysiology of the neurons especially within the brain are unknown yet, however, as described in this study, the MF effect is considerably effective on brain which can be used to the improvement of NF system. Some few researchers have focused on MF effects on electrical activity of brain, where the cognitive and perceptual effects of MF exposure were explored [21-25].

It seems that by emphasizing on the ELF MF effect on EEG rhythms, a novel passive NF based on implementation of magnetic field is designed and explored. By local sinusoidal exposure, more selective and less side effects may be achieved. In this study, processing of affected EEG signals in the presence of LSELF-MF is utilized in implementation of new idea as an off-line or even on-line method to achieve a new more applicable passive NF system.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Local Sinusoidal ELF-MF Exposure

This key idea can develop traditional NF to modified NF we called Neuro-LSELF-MF which its results in pursuing oriented method to affect the brain activity to improve NF system. Shafiei et al. [26-29] found significant decrease in theta (5 - 8 Hz) rhythm after 45 Hz SLELF-MF exposure in central region of brain.

One of the purposes in NF training is an attempt at examining whether NF training can positively influence cognitive performance such as attention. Some researches show [5,16,30] that enhance beta (15 - 18 Hz) whilst simultaneously inhibiting theta (4 - 7 Hz) whilst high beta (22 - 30 Hz) result in attention level after 10 sessions.

So the key idea of this study is SLELF-MF discussed effects (45 Hz at Cz region) on EEG rhythms in a direction that increment in attention level by affecting theta and beta rhythms, occurred. For more analysis performance and subjects scoring, we used Fast Fourier Transform (fft) and other more precise investigations which are not discussed in this paper. Finally, we demonstrate a new NF improved system.

Table 1. Summary of ELF-MF exposure interaction upon ions and cells and neurons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capone et al. (Capone, F., 2009)</td>
<td>Enhancement in cortical excitatory neurotransmission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Ninno et al. (De Ninno, A., 2008)</td>
<td>Superoxide radical’s generation by a weak field having the Larmor frequency ( f_L ) of ( \text{Fe}^{2+} ) while the SOD1 kinetics is sensibly reduced by exposure to a weak field having the frequency ( f_L ) of ( \text{Cu}^{2+} ) ion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerardi et al. (Gerardi, G., 2008)</td>
<td>Affecting parameters like blood glucose and fatty acid metabolism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manikonda et al. (Manikonda, P.K., 2007)</td>
<td>50 Hz ELF-MF Modify in NMDA receptor function mediated by alteration of ( \text{Ca}^{2+} ) signalling in rat hippocampus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McFarlane et al. (McFarlane, E.H., 2000)</td>
<td>Changes in neuritis outgrowth but not in cell division induced by ELF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piacentini et al. (Piacentini, R., 2008)</td>
<td>Increases the expression and function voltage-gated ( \text{Ca}^{2+} ) channels that ( \text{Ca}^{2+} ) influx through ( \text{Ca}(v)1 ) channels that plays a key role in promoting the neuronal differentiation of neural stem/progenitor cells (NSCs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pirozzoli et al. (Pirozzoli, M.C., 2003)</td>
<td>Modify gene-expression in neuron-like cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salamino et al. (Salamino, F., 2006)</td>
<td>Weak magnetic fields strongly decreases the calpain catalytic activity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Subjects

Twenty-four volunteers (6 female and 18 male) aged between 20 and 28 years (mean age of 23.29 ± 1.94 years) in good physical and mental health (no women attend during Women’s menstruation period to avoid interference of the hormonal fluctuations of the menstrual cycle) were attend in the study. The participants were recruited through advertisements at the Bioelectrical Lab of Biomedical Engineering Department. The ethics committee of the University approved the protocol and all volunteers provided informed consent of ELF. Subjects participated in a 30 minutes session of testing between 8.30 and 9 A.M. or 9.30 and 10 A.M. or 10.30 and 11 A.M. or 11.30 and 12 A.M. Each subject underwent to 10 minutes NF attendance session with at least two day intervals both in exposure and sham groups.

2.3. Experimental Design

The magnetic exposure system consisted of a circular coil. The electrode wire passed through the opening Plexiglas ring and the electrode was centered inside the coil. The signal generator was made to produce the output signal. The coil characteristics measured by EDC-1630 DIGITAL L.C.R METER, EQ model (L = 12.73 ± 0.025 mH, C = 0.9846 ± 0.001 µF, R = 16.13 ± 0.04 Ω). Considering the coil properties and low frequency range of signal generator (0.5 to 100 Hz), inductance effects is ambiguous. After turning off the signal generator, the current of the coil rapidly damps.

Tesla meter (TRIAXIAL ELF MAGNETIC FIELD METER, TES-1394, U.S. Pat. No. Des. 446, 135) at 1.2 cm below the Plexiglas ring at the axis showed the intensity of ELF-MF as 360 µT as rms. For the existence skull and its beneath layers, there is a 1.2 cm distance between stimulated point and target effect point. Thus adjustment of signal generator settings was so that the exposure intensity set at 360 µT at the desired stimulated point. For this purpose, we set the coil on the piece of dead skull and then measured the desired intensity as rms LSELF-MF.

The EEG recorder device (FlexComp Infinity, Thought Technology Ltd, Model: SA7550) has 2 channels for EEG recording and an elastic band, glued to the scalp on both sides, holds gold active electrodes (EEG-Z T.T.Ltd, Model: SA9305, Z5417) and coil both, which are placed on Cz. The resistance between electrode and skin of head is below 1 kΩ (measurement abilities of FlexComp Infinity NF system). The 10/20 IS of electrode placement is used and the actual placement has a common reference electrode placed at the left ear lobe and is grounded to the right ear lobe using color coded ear clips. For this study purposes, sinusoidal local ELF exposed as 2 seconds ON and 3 seconds OFF (Duty Cycle = 40%).

In this study, the noisy EEG signal is due to the LSELF exposure from the points of current propagation of the ELF coils, and consequently the collected data has a very low signal to noise ratio at the exposure times. This phenomenon affect the analysis and the training too. To eliminating, the LSELF exposure signal is recorded with the second channel of EEG electrode, placed on an aluminum shielded wire above the coil. The two channels data can synchronously be analyzed directly in LabVIEW (National Instruments; Austin, TX, 2010). A dedicated algorithm implemented in LabVIEW coded by Matlab (R2012a, Ver. 7.17.0.739) for on-line de-noising and analyzing of the recorded EEG data both in exposed and not exposed times, for real-time processing. By threshold detection method, when LSELF exposure starts, subjects didn’t receive any feedback. Although this phenomena appears only in on times of NF training but in off times, it is possible to record EEGs.

2.4. Procedure

The EEG monitoring was done by a mono-polar electrode placement at Cz, with two ear electrodes providing a reference and ground. Each training session lasted for 6 minutes (without considering LSELF-MF exposed times in both group) with the objective reinforcement to inhibit theta and high beta activities while increasing beta waves. Each of 16 subjects of exposure group, exposed for 2-sec epochs exhibited altered brain electrical activity during the time of stimulation, but in sham group only the coil was on the head with no exposure. The sinusoidal local ELF exposed as 2 seconds ON and 3 seconds OFF.

The EEG is then sent to LabVIEW via a USB port to a laptop under window 7. Data acquisition sampling rate was 256 Hz and a band pass filtration was performed from 2 Hz to 50 Hz with a 50 Hz Notch filter. For each 1 sec cycle, a LabVIEW program detected whether the ELF signal exceeded a threshold. The system is designed such that an ELF signal corresponds to the exposure times appears and this signal is condition in this way so that can keep the device real-time and eliminate the signal summated with ELF exposure. The ELF signal which is synchronizing recorded by second channel, is then used to eliminate the related EEGs under exposure, and thus damped by any feedback sending to subject. But due to windowing of a signal that causes its spectrum and frequency specification changes and to develop a non-zero values at frequencies other than its real spectrum, the 256 samples hanning window used to analyzing the EEGs applied by LabVIEW.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

EEG rhythms were saved analyzed with a repeated-measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) with three within-
factor variables (exposure condition, session number and trial state). Two states were considered for exposure condition: SHAM (only NF training) and LSELF-MF EXPOSURE (NF training and LSELF-MF exposure simultaneously). As to the trial state, three levels PRE, DURING and POST were considered for some EEG rhythms; for what concerns theta: 4 - 8 Hz; beta: 15 - 18. The information is contained in certain features of the EEG such as the absolute power analyzed by fft method. For EEG rhythms parameters, ANOVA with one within-factor (i.e. exposure condition contains Sham and Exposure; two states: sham and magnetic) was applied. All analyses were run with the statistical IBM SPSS Statistics ver.21 software. A statistical significant effect was defined when the level of significance was \( P < 0.05 \).

Using between-group comparisons there was no significant difference between the groups at pre-testing for age (Real mean for Exposed group = 22.8750 (1.8930) and Real mean for Sham group = 24.1225 (1.8851) years old).

To compare the difference of EEG in PRE and POST LSELF-MF, rhythms Fourier estimation is used. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that EEG rhythms belong to normal distribution, so t-test across the statuses of PRE, DURING and POST were adopted. Figure 1 shows both the EEG rhythms of PRE, DURING and POST of both groups, and there is an obvious difference between DURING in comparison of PRE and POST in two groups. As the results show, both traditional NF (sham) and LSELF-MF exposure (experiment) in during state, result in decrement in theta and increment beta, both.

It is apparent that theta and beta of EEG rhythms of exposed group are much different with sham state. As illustrated in this figure, there is more theta decrement in comparison of sham group when LSELF-MF is applied. The beta increment of experiment group is more than the sham group, but not as the same scale of theta decrement changes. It seems that the 45 Hz LSELF-MF has a selective effect on theta damping.

Significant differences appeared in DURING of theta band (\( P < 0.05 \)), DURING of beta band (\( P < 0.05 \)). Paired sample t-test showed that LSELF-MF during NF significantly changed EEG rhythms of beta and theta band. However, sham group impact these parameters of EEG significantly (\( P < 0.05 \)) too. In addition, the effect of LSELF-MF differed significantly from sham training on some of EEG band such as theta and beta as described at Table 2.

Results suggested that EEG rhythms correlated with attention activity upon LSELF-MF of scales sham group were much changed than those in sham group. The amplitude of EEG rhythms of most subjects is changed after new designed method. Thus the conclusion is that NF affects EEG but using LSELF-MF during NF has certain suppressive effects on brain.

4. CONCLUSION

There is evidence that ELF magnetic waves can affect brain waves but no linear correlation is found between the intensities, frequencies of electromagnetic waves yet and its effects on EEG records \[18,22,26-28\], therefore, designing an efficient and applicable system with a traditional NF form can be effective in undertaking these waves effects. By using regional exposure and stimulation of some regions of human head, the nonlinear effects of stimulation can be removed. Based on theoretical viewpoint of magnetic induction resonance effects on cerebral waves \[19,20\], it is proposed to systematically impose meaningful changes on EEG signal, either actively or inactively, which needs more studies. To eliminate the effectiveness of individuals on results, ELF can be used, which leads to decreasing of treatment sessions and achieving a desired status. Thus, simultaneously using ELF in a system with proper NF protocol may increase the efficiency of this method. This strategy of using composited methods and theoretical viewpoint in this project is to eliminate these deficiencies. In order to speed up and improve the method by the results of ELF MF exposure, the role of individual volition in treatment process is decreased; therefore, the treatment sessions
might be decreased as it is expected.

But the results show that LSEELF-MF did not lead to resonance phenomena in exposed region. The exposure of local ELF MF leads to blocking of some EEG rhythms versus exciting some others. Although no intensive and systematic effect was observed, MF’s estimating frequency has considerable influence on cerebral signals which can be designed and evaluated in protocols to treat some psychological diseases. Therefore, the design of an applicable NF system is not substantiated. This difficulty is caused by wide stimulation of other works (Cook CM, 20-09). For the case of local exposure and limited stimulation, this problem is removed. It is hoped that meaningful oriented changes on EEG signal are systematically implemented in future works.
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